Handbook

Introduction
We believe that data helps you gain insight into your organization. The CO2 emissions that originate within the supply chain
is created by many different parts of the chain. From the production of goods and, for example, the supply of raw materials
to the emissions that are released when a product gets delivered to the end customer. Fortunately, with BigMile you have
the right tools at hands to easily measure your CO2 footprint,
calculate it, make analysis and improvements.

Why insights are so important
We have developed our application so you can use it the most
intuitive way possible. So you are able to achieve your CO2-reduction and cost saving targets with ease. The fact-based
data which will be made available through your data-analysis
will be indispensable in gaining the right insights in your logistic
operation. This way you will not only gain insight into your own
organization, but also insights in the operations of your logistic partners. That way you can jointly move towards 2030
goals (49% emission reduction nationally) and will be ready for
2050 (100% emission free).
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What you’ll find in this handbook
BigMile is the standard when it comes to CO2 footprint-calculation and optimization. This handbook will guide you through
the steps you’ll need to take to setup your account to get the
most out of your BigMile. The entire process will be described:
from the moment of logging on all the way to making an interactive analysis. We’ll also share some interesting practical examples, those will support you in entering your data correctly
through the logistic profile and inputfiles.

Lets get started!
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Steps in the
BigMile Process
Below you’ll find a high level description of the steps you’ll take
when making your analysis

2. Logging in
1. Data collection
How the logistic profile should
be setup is for the most part

Logging in is done th
app.bigmile.eu. The

show all the steps in

influenced by how the data is made
available. This primarily includes trips,
shipments, fuel and locationdata.

5. Validation
4. Inputfile
Here you’ll enter several tabs.
It is important to be as complete
and consistent as possible.

In this step you’ll find

validationreport and
error overview. This

on which correction

in the inputfile to be
new validation.

hrough
tabs on the left

n the process.

3. Logistic profile
Based on the data availability, you
will answer a questionnaire that will
generate the correct Excel inputfile
for you to download.

d the

d the validationwill inform you

ns you should do

e able to do a

6. Analysis
If you use Carbon Footprint, then
you’ll be able to download a PDF file
of your analysis. If you have Carbon
Analytics, then you’ll have access to
an interactive dashboard based on
your data. You will be able to analyse
multiple inputfiles together.

Data collection
Data should be collected first to be able to create
the right analysis. After collection, this data can be
entered and analysed. It’s good to know that the
data is composed out of the following categories:

Tip
First determine the situation, which data is
available and in what format, so that the logistic
profile can then be made to your specific situation.
In some cases it’s possible to make multiple
logistic profiles which can then be combined in
the analysis.
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Shipment data

Trip data

Origin, destination,

Type of modality, type of

amount and unit

vehicle, trip number, trip
distance, and license plate.
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Fuel data

Locations

Liters, fuel usage (km per liter),

Crossdocking, storage,

KPI CO2 per unit, type of fuel.

transhipment, warehousing
and their energy usage.
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Tip

Save the logistic profile before en

saved profile will serve as a refere

might need support in a later stag

come in handy for future checks t

profile still fits your current situatio
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Creating a
logistic profile
As described in the previous stage, it is important to first
have a picture of your current situation and which data is
available and in what format. This information is needed
when entering the questionnaire. You’ll be able to review
your answers at the end of the questionnaire where you
can change your answers if necessary. When changing
one answers, you’ll also be asked to review the following
answers for good measure.
Only create a new logistic profile if you are a new user or if
there are changes in your situation (i.e.: a change in modality from boat to train, using an extra warehouse or another
way for determining fuelconsumption). You can keep using
the same inputfile if you’ve already created a logistic profile
and your situation is unchanged.

ntering it. The

ence in case you

ge. It can also

to see if the

on.
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Inputfile
The Excel file that has been generated from your personal logistic profile will be used in further steps for validation
and analysis of your information. Therefore it’s very important that the file is filled correctly and contains reliable
data. The inputfile will contain multiple tabs in most cases.
This will all have to be filled in.
Please take note of the columns with orange labels,
here it is important to enter those with a consistent
format. All green columns are mandatory.

Tip

Refer to the data-d

for a complete des
required columns.
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definition sheet in the inputfile

scription and explanation of the
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Tip

Refer to the FAQ on our website f

and common errors when filling th
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for more tips

he Excel file.

Validation
The next step in the process is to validate the completed Excel file. In this step you’ll upload and validate the
entered data. Here we’ll check the completeness and
consistency of your data. The result of this will be made
visible in a validationreport. Download and open the validationreport PDF. You’ll see several KPI’s that show to
what extent your data can be processed. The key indicator for this is the percentage ‘Data Completeness’.
This shows the percentage of rows from the inputfile
that can be used in the analysis.
If you’re satisfied with your data completeness, you
can move on to the analysis. If you’re not satisfied yet,
then you can download the validation-erorr overview.
This overview is an Excelfile that matches your inputfile
marked with the errors that have been encountered.
Cells marked red contain data that BigMile doesn’t
recognize (for example non-existent postcodes),
cells marked orange contain data that can’t be linked
by BigMile (for example years written as 2020 in the
shipments tab, that cant be linked to dates written as
’20 in the fuel tab).
Make sure cells that contain errors are fixed in the original input file (not the downloaded validation-error overview file) and then reupload it again in data validation.
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Analysis
Qliksense allows you to further analyse your data by working with selections.
Almost every tab allows you to further analyse the data with the aid of selections and drill-downs. Selections can be made by using the filter options on the
left side of the pages, where you can for example select customers, but also
the period filters at the top of the pages. You can also select through for
example selecting an item from the legend.
If you miss a selectionfield in the fiter options on the left, you can also
choose ‘Selections’ in the top left and then select ‘Fields’. (Picture 1).
The bar at the top will always show which selections have been made
(Picture 2).
Be aware that the interactive dashboard will maintain selections that have
been made, even when moving to another worksheet. These selections can
be turned off one by one by click the x, or all together by clicking the button ‘
Delete all selections’ on the left.
Navigating between worksheets can be done by using the arrowkeys from
left to right through all worksheets. You can also click on the name of the
worksheet (greyed out in the picture) to see a menu of all available
worksheets (Picture 3).
Selections will be maintained across worksheets. If you’ve for example
selected your customer on the worksheet ‘amount per modality’, you’ll only see
data pertaining that customer when you move to the ‘data quality’ worksheet.
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Practical Examples
We would like to share some practical examples of
common situations and how to make the right logistic
profile in these cases.
Here are some examples
The following page will show you how to
use the examples in your logistic profile.
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A road haulier transports pallets for his customers with
a variety of products. He only uses (his own) dieseltrucks.

Scenario 1

He doesn’t have a crossdock, everything goes directly
from the pickup location to the delivery location.
He has detailed fuel information (liter per trip) and
shipment information.
A road haulier transports pallets for his customers with a
variety of products. He only uses (his own) dieseltrucks.
He has a crossdock and (sometimes) uses subcontractors for the transports. He has detailed fuel information
for his own trucks (consumption KM/liters), but for his

Scenario 2

subcontractors he only KPI information on the fuel. He
does not know shipment details when he picks up goods
at his customers, that will only become clear at the crossdock. In the crossdock shipments are repackaged from
pallets to rolling containers. Subsequently, for all outgoing
shipments, complete shipment data is available.
A road haulier transports pallets for his customers with
a variety of products. He only uses trucks for this, but

Scenario 3

the trucks use differing types of fuel. He doesn’t have a
crossdock, everything goes directly from the pickup location to the delivery location. He has detailed fuel information (liter per day) and shipment information.
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Make logistic profile
Logistiek Profiel

Scenario 1

What is the scope?

Transport

Which modalities

Road

Which vehicles

Truck

Multiple transporters for 1 order?

No

Fuel known for transporters

n/a

Level of detail of cargo information

Per shipment

Level of detail pickup and destinations information

Postcode and country

Units used

Pallets

Accuracy of cargo information

Measured

How is fuel usage/CO2 emissions determined

Liters fuel

KPI fuel details

n/a

Type of fuel used

Diesel

Accuracy of fuel information

Actual

Accuracy of fuel information

Per trip

Consumption known per license plate?

Yes

Level of detail of fuel information

Per transporter

Unique tripnumbers or are they reused

Unique tripnumbers

Questions regarding locations

n/a

Additional information

None
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Scenario 2 (make 2 profiles)

Scenario 3

Part 1: Own trucks and crossdock

Part 2: Charters with unknown info

Transport en locaties

Transport

Transport

Road

Road

Road

Truck

Truck

Truck

No

No

No

n/a

n/a

n/a

Per shipment

Per shipment

Per shipment

Postcode and country

Postcode and country

Postcode
and country

Pallets

Rolling containers

Pallets

Estimated

Measured

Measured

Consumption km/liter

CO2 KPI

Liters of fuel

Various

Various

n/a

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel and LNG

Actual

Actual

Actual

Per week

Per week

Per day

Yes

Yes

Yes

Per transporter

Per transporter

Per transporter

Unique tripnumbers

Unique tripnumbers

n/a

Various

Various

n/a

Filenumber

Filenumber

None
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Support
Are you unable to figure it out, but would like to find the
answer on your own? Make sure to take a look at the
FAQ on our website. There you will find several tips and
we address common questions for entering data.
If for any reasons you might need additional support,
feel free to contact our support-department at
support@bigmile.eu.
Also feel free to contact us with questions on interpreting
your data or analyses.

For a quick handling of the issue you might encounter we
recommend sharing the following information in your email:
^ Your

company name and contactinformation,

description of the problem (for example, loggin
in failed or uploading file results in an error)
^ If

possible: screenshots of the problem
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